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Abstract: Now equipped with touch trigger probes machine tools are increasingly used to measure

workpieces for various tasks such as rapid setup, compensation of final tool paths to correct part

deflections and even verify conformity to finished tolerances. On five-axis machine tools, the use

of data acquired for different rotary axes positions angles brings additional errors into play, thus

increasing the measurement errors. The estimation of the machine geometric error sources, using

such methods as the scale and master ball artefact (SAMBA) method, and their use to calibrate

machine tools may enhance five-axis on-machine metrology. The paper presents the use of the ball

dome artefact to validate the accuracy improvement when using a calibrated model to process the

machine tool axis readings. The inter-axis errors and the scale gain errors were targeted for correction

as well the measuring tool length and lateral offsets. Worst case and mean deviations between the

reference artefact geometry and the on-machine tool measurement is reduced from 176 and 70 µm

down to 31 and 12 µm for the nominal and calibrated machine stylus tip offsets respectively.

Keywords: coordinate metrology; on-machine measurement; ball dome artefact; calibration;

machine tool

1. Introduction

Machine tools with three, five or more axes are now equipped with touch trigger probes to

accomplish metrology tasks such as tool path re-planning [1] or setup location and finishing path

correction for the workpieces and even to evaluate the conformity of the finished machined parts [2].

The machine tool accuracy directly affects its ability to be used for such tasks. Accuracy is defined

in the VIM (International Vocabulary of Metrology) as “closeness of agreement between a measured

quantity value and a true quantity value of a measurand” [3] thus that it includes both systematic and

so-called non-repeatable effects. A similar approach is used in the ISO (International Organization for

Standardization) standard on machine tool accuracy [4].

On coordinate measuring machines, a probe head with two rotary axes is used to gain access to

features on complex parts. The resulting change in the position of the stylus tip with respect to the

machine foundation is handled by calibrating the change in this position through the probing of a

reference ball at a fixed position in the machine base frame. A similar approach could be adopted on

a five-axis machine, but it is not probably due to the limited available space on the workpiece table.

Instead, the approach here is to rely on the measured angular positions of the rotary axes to perform

the computation of the stylus tip in the workpiece table frame. Performing such calculation using a

nominal, error free machine model will likely result in coordinates of a similar level of accuracy as the

machine tool itself. Improvement in the computed coordinates, as was done on coordinate measuring
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machines [5,6], is possible through the use of a rigid body kinematic model incorporating known

machine errors. Using the mathematical models to simulate the machine tool geometry is the main

concept to compensate the error parameters.

A variety of approaches have been proposed to acquire the machine error parameters [7,8], using

touch trigger probes [9], scanning probes, ball bars [10], laser interferometers, and laser trackers are

some methods which have been applied to this task. A pseudo 3D grid configured from a kinematically

relocated calibrated 2D ball plate [11] was proposed for testing and calibrating machine tools but it

was used for a 3-axis vertical machine. By increasing the number of machine axes, with rotary axes,

the machine geometry becomes more complex and the number of error sources increases. Assessing the

out of sphericity by probing 25 points on a precise ball mounted on the machine tool table, for various

rotary axes indexations was used to assess the coordinate measurement accuracy of a five-axes machine

tool before and after considering the machine’s error parameters [12]. However, no traceability is

provided to the meter. The ball dome artefact, proposed by Mayer and Hashemi [13] is made of

Invar, to eliminate the thermal effects deformation, was developed to estimate a five-axis machine tool

metrology performance. Calibrating the coordinates of the balls to obtain reference values provides

this traceability.

Machining a part and then measuring it by a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) is a common

industrial method to check the accuracy of a machine but it is not only an expensive and time

consuming method but also it is just applicable to the machining mode and it is not useful for machine

evaluation in the coordinate measuring mode [14,15].

In this paper, an alternative calibration verification method is defined for a five-axis machine

center when all five axes contribute to the measurement. First, the SAMBA method for machine

calibration [16] is briefly explained. Then the mathematical model used to compensate the machine

readings using its topology and error parameters is presented. It is followed by the SAMBA

experimental probing procedure, which produces the calibrated machine stylus tip offsets. Finally,

the newly designed ball dome artefact is used to validate the SAMBA calibrated model for a five-axis

machine tool used as a five-axis coordinate measuring machine.

2. SAMBA Calibration Method

The machine tool error parameters are gathered using the scale and master balls artefact (SAMBA)

method, which consists in probing special artefacts and using the raw probing data to estimate the

machine error parameters as an indirect method through a mathematical model. The SAMBA hardware

part is composed of a reconfigurable uncalibrated master ball artefact (RUMBA) and a length standard;

all mounted on the machine table. The processing of the raw probing data allows estimating the

machine errors parameters, the artefact positions, the stylus tip coordinates (as the tool), and the

volumetric errors.

Let the topology of the machine be wCBXFZYSt wherein the workpiece branch includes C-, B-

and X-axis and the tool branch includes the Z- and Y-axis and the spindle. The two branches are linked

by the foundation frame F. W, S and t stand for the workpiece, the spindle and the tool, respectively.

The nominal kinematics of the machine is

wn Ttn
=

(

FTX
XTB

BTC
CTwn

)−1(
FTZ

ZTY
YTS

STtn

)

(1)

where the first parenthesis is the homogeneous transformation matrix (HTM) of the workpiece to

the frame and the second one is the HTM of the tool to the frame. However, the kinematics of a real

machine contains the errors as follows:
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where X0, Y0, Z0, B0, C0, wn, S, and tn are the nominal joint positions. X′
0, Y′

0, Z′
0, B′

0, and, C′
0 are the

actual joint positions before movement. X, Y, Z, B, and C describe the nominal motion and X′, Y′, Z′,

B′, C′, wa, S′, and ta describe the error motions. The erroneous five-axis machine requires 30 intra-axis

errors (error motions) and eight inter-axis errors (axis location errors). Considering the two spindle

lateral offsets and the three linear axis scale gain errors add another five parameters. However, different

error models have been studied which typically contain all or a few of those errors [16,17]. The “13”

machine error model, describing the erroneous machine, is studied in this paper due to its advantages

such as short measuring time and simple indexation design. This error model consists of eight axis

location errors, the two spindle offsets, and the three linear gains errors [16]. The model mainly

contains inter-axis errors. However, the three linear gain errors, EXX1, EYY1 and EXX1 associated with

the intra-axis errors EXX, EYY, and EZZ, respectively, are significant error sources and thus they are

added to the model.

The strategy of SAMBA method is applied wherein B- and C-axis fully rotate. By releasing ball

positions, which are not accessible, by the touch probe in some indexations, a number of joint positions

are achieved for which the following Jacobian is constructed

EV = JEP (3)

where EV is the volumetric error, J is the Jacobian and EP contains the machine error parameters.

Provided a well-conditioned system a least square solution is found via the pseudo inverse

EP = J†EV (4)

where J† is the pseudo-inverse of J. The main steps of the SAMBA method are as follows: machine

error model selection, artefact selection, indexation design (relative positions of the rotary axes) and

verification, probing G-code generation, probing on the real machine tool and data processing.

3. SAMBA Test on Experimental Machine Tool

Figure 1 shows the probing process with an MP700 Renishaw touch trigger probe of the SAMBA

method of four accessible master balls and one scale bar artefact installed on the pallet of the HU40-T

machine tool and Table 1 presents the nominal position of the ball centers. The tough trigger probe

contacts the workpiece, which triggers the acquisition of the X-, Y- and Z- axis readings. The master

ball is always measured twice. For each of these measurements, the master ball artefact is measured

with fast and slow probing speed. The first measurement is to get a better estimate of the ball position,

before re-measuring it using this new center as a target for the probing. For the second measurement,

the probing approaches are adjusted to ensure the spherical surface is touched with an approach close

to the local surface normal. The second master ball artefact positions are recorded.

For each measurement, the same probing strategy is applied. It is probed at +45 and −135 degree,

to get a plane for the measurements at –45 and +135 degree. Then a point on the pole is taken.

A simple geometric calculation is used to estimate the centre. For the SAMBA probing process,

the Renishaw MP700 touch trigger probe has negligible pre-travel variation errors (0.25 um) thus it is

not compensated.

A total of 109 balls probing for 32 angular axes indexations pairs are recorded from which

13 machine error parameters, six balls coordinates and three tool coordinates are estimated. Axes

indexations include 0◦, ±10◦, ±30◦, ±60◦, and ±90◦ for the B-axis; from zero to 360◦ and reverse for

the C-axis by 90◦ steps and from zero to 360◦ for the spindle axis by 90◦ steps. During the measurement,

the laboratory temperature varied between 21 and 23 ◦C and the machine tool is started in the cold

condition before each measurement. The test was repeated 11 times on different days over a two

month period.
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Figure 1. Scale and master ball artefact (SAMBA) measurement process on the HU40-T five-axis

machine tool.

Table 1. SAMBA balls position.

Ball Identifier X (mm) Y (mm) Z (mm)

1 −152.4000 0 40.8550
2 152.4000 0 40.4350
3 160.0000 160.0000 177.8350
4 −160.0000 160.0000 177.6950
5 −160.0000 −160.0000 75.6050
6 160.0000 −160.0000 76.0450

4. Machine Tool Estimated Error Parameters

The estimated machine tool error parameters obtained from the SAMBA method are listed in

Table 2. Figure 2 illustrates the error terms in the machine kinematic chain.

 

 

−

−
− −

−

 
Figure 2. Estimated error parameters in the machine kinematic chain (modified from reference [16]).
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Table 2. Estimated error parameters for the 13-error model (nomenclature as per ISO230-1:2012).

ISO Name Parameter Description Value

EA0B Out-of-squareness angle of the B-axis relative to the Z-axis −11 µrad
EC0B Out-of-squareness angle of the B-axis relative to the X-axis −8 µrad
EX0C Offsets between the B and C axes −0.105 mm
EA0C Out-of-squareness of the C-axis relative to the B-axis −11 µrad
EB0C Out-of-squareness of the C-axis relative to the X-axis −8 µrad
EB0Z Out-of-squareness of the Z-axis relative to the X-axis −13 µrad
EA0Y Out-of-squareness of the Y-axis relative to the Z-axis −18 µrad
EC0Y Out-of-squareness of the Y-axis relative to the X-axis 21 µrad
EY0S Offset of the spindle relative to the C-axis in Y 0.020 mm
EX0S Offset of the spindle relative to the B-axis in X −0.106 mm
EXX1 Positioning linear error of the X-axis −16 µm/m
EYY1 Positioning linear error of the Y-axis 11 µm/m
EZZ1 Positioning linear error of the Z-axis 21 µm/m

5. The Ball Dome Artefact

In order to evaluate the machine metrology performance across the entire machine workspace,

the maximum number of artefact balls should be accessible for probing for a broad range of angular

axis positions. The ball dome artefact structure includes three semi-circular arcs attached together

at their mid-point, with both ends fixed to a base ring. The result is a quasi-hemispherical structure

holding 25 balls. In addition, there are three balls on the base ring and four balls on the base plate,

which provide stable points to define a reference coordinate system. This design allows testing the

machine for the full range of rotary axis motion. On this machine tool, the B-axis and C-axis rotation

range are –90◦ to +90◦ and 0◦ to 360◦ respectively. The ball dome artefact is shown in Figure 3. To limit

thermal effects the artefact structure is made of Invar. The measurement repeatability is affected by

the clamping force that is applied to hold the artefact on the base plate, and by elastic deformation

caused by a changing gravity vector. The reported measurement repeatability for clamping and

gravity deflection was on average of the order of 0.6 and 6.5 µm respectively [13]. The measurement

uncertainty for the artefact ball center once mounted on the machine tool is also reported at 5.3 µm

(k = 2) [13].

 

−
−
−
−
−
−
−

−
−

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 3. (a) Ball dome artefact, (b) the ball dome holds on the machine tool work table.

6. Ball Dome Probing

The ball dome artefact is used to evaluate the machine tool metrology performance with and

without the machine calibration. The artefact balls coordinates were measured to an uncertainty
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of 5.3 µm; Table 3 lists the measured coordinates. The artefact then is probed on the machine tool.

The machine measured ball center coordinates in the machine table frame are calculated using the

axis position readings and either the nominal model or the calibrated one, Equation (1). Then they

are compared to the reference artefact coordinates. Because coordinate metrology generally requires

accessing some features from different angles, the artefact should be probed at various machine

indexations to ensure that different rotary axes positions are involved in the measurement process.

The ball dome artefact is probed in 24 different machine rotary axes indexations, from −90◦ to +90◦ for

the B axis and from 0◦ to 360◦ for the C axis. At each indexation, the maximum numbers of balls, which

are accessible for the probing tool, are measured. A total of 613 ball centers were measured in about

15 h. All the other accessible balls centers are measured once at each pair of rotary axes indexation,

Table 3. Balls coordinates measured on the coordinate measuring machine (CMM) and used as

calibrated values.

Ball X (mm) Y (mm) Z (mm)

1 −0.2132 −165.1204 51.5225
2 −0.2629 −139.6651 99.1026
3 −0.3403 −101.2336 136.8692
4 −0.3955 −52.6576 160.2703
5 −0.2887 52.9376 159.8028
6 −0.2151 100.6740 136.3087
7 −0.2995 139.3806 98.7283
8 −0.0574 164.8339 51.0565
9 −151.3660 −87.3181 54.0706

10 −128.5393 −73.7984 104.8753
11 −92.6593 −53.1975 144.6691
12 −48.5258 −27.6129 169.9002
13 48.2969 28.3799 170.6793
14 92.7368 53.9159 145.7798
15 128.8048 74.6037 105.5009
16 151.8661 87.8615 54.1932
17 −158.5380 91.4808 57.2096
18 −134.0660 77.0156 110.0194
19 −97.3725 55.6279 151.3944
20 −51.4891 29.2089 178.4874
21 −0.2529 −0.3028 188.9155
22 50.7425 −29.6543 180.3483
23 97.7621 −56.4384 153.8900
24 135.6217 −78.1585 111.5776
25 159.6956 −92.6723 57.6537
26 80.9629 −140.3990 9.8332
27 −162.7489 0.3372 9.3833
28 80.9960 141.0359 9.9255
29 124.7426 −174.8164 −27.5606
30 −125.2386 −174.7670 −27.5602
31 −124.9456 175.3488 −27.5602
32 124.7427 175.3130 −27.5607

7. Stylus Tip Offsets Calculation

On a five-axis machine tool, there will be a situation when measurements are taken at different

rotary axes positions are combined to analyse particular geometric characteristics of the workpiece.

In such cases, the stylus tip coordinates are needed. These coordinates can be obtained using different

approaches yielding different quality of results. In addition, the machine’s own geometry, as for a

coordinate measuring machine, needs to be calibrated and compensated. However, most machine

tools are not geometrically calibrated. In this section, various ways to calibrate the stylus tip offsets

and the machine geometry are presented. The ball dome is then used as a reference to evaluate the
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effectiveness of the calibrated models. One of the parameters studied is the effect of the stylus tip

offsets. The term stylus tip offsets here stand for the coordinates of the stylus tip center of the touch

trigger probe relative to last machine tool branch axis frame, in our case the Y-axis frame. The stylus

tip offsets can either be the nominal value for the tool length or values estimated through the SAMBA

algorithms by probing one or more balls at various positions of the machine rotary axes. Table 4 lists

the various stylus tip offsets used and how they are obtained. The ball dome data was processed either

using a nominal machine model with null error parameters or using error parameters estimated from

the SAMBA method.

N1-Nominal machine model, nominal tool (tool item N1):

The nominal tool is assumed to have zero lateral offsets and the tool length, as measured by the

machinist during tool setting, as a negative z value.

N2-Nominal machine, estimated tool from a single ball dome ball (tool item N2):

The other approach to determine the stylus tip offsets is to use a nominal machine to estimate

the stylus tip offsets. The tool length (−z value) and lateral offsets in x and y are estimated by using a

single ball on the ball dome, which is located close to the ring section; no machine error parameter is

estimated, and the parameters are set to zero. The ball and the tool coordinates are the only estimated

variables to explain the machine readings.

N3-Nominal machine:

A similar process as for N2 but using all ball dome balls at once.

S1-SAMBA estimated machine, the tool from machinist for ball dome probing (tool item S1):

The same tool as for item N1, reported by the machinist, is used in this case. However, the ball

dome coordinates are calculated based on the machine estimated from the SAMBA process, from one

year ago.

S2-SAMBA estimated machine, an estimated tool from a single ball dome ball (tool item S2):

The tool x, y and z coordinates are estimated in order to best explain the machine readings while

using the machine error parameters estimated by the SAMBA process from one year ago. The calibrated

ball dome coordinates are not used.

S3-SAMBA estimated machine, an estimated tool from all ball dome balls (tool item S3):

As for S2 but all the ball dome balls are used for the tool estimation.

S4-SAMBA estimated machine, manually estimated tool (tool item S4):

The tool is estimated during the machine calibration using the SAMBA method. However, the

stylus tip used to measure the ball dome was different from that used for the SAMBA calibration.

In addition, during the dome measurement, the spindle was not rotated so that the tool could not be

estimated independently from the spindle position. The spindle location was estimated during the

SAMBA calibration conducted a year earlier. A complete machine, tool and ball coordinates estimation

are conducted to explain the machine probing readings but only the tool coordinates are further used

here. Vector subtraction is used to extract the tool geometry from the two vectors as illustrated in

Figure 4 resulting in the following equation,

toola = toolball−dome
− spindleSAMBA (5)

toola =
(

tooln + δtoolball−dome
)

− spindleSAMBA (6)
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where tooln is the nominal tool geometry used during ball-dome measurement and δtoolball−dome is the

deviation of the tool geometry calculated by Equation (4) and

δspindleSAMBA = [EXOS EYOS 0] (7)

where EXOS and EYOS are the two spindle lateral offset errors obtained by SAMBA method defined in

Table 2. The kinematics of the machine tool accompanied by the two offset errors contributing in the

tool twist estimation are illustrated in Figure 2.

 

 𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙 = 𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙 − 𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙 = (𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙 + 𝛿𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙 ) − 𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒 𝛿𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙
𝛿𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒 = [𝐸      𝐸     0]

 

−
− −
− − −

−
− −
− − −

− −

Figure 4. Left: For a nominal machine, the reference frame of the spindle coincides with the B- and

C-axis crossing point, which is also the machine foundation frame. For case N1 the tool only has a

non-zero z coordinate. Right: The non-nominal machine estimated by the SAMBA method has spindle

offsets in x from the B-axis and in y from the C-axis. This right-side diagram also illustrates the cases of

an imperfect tool with lateral offsets in x and y.

Table 4. Various stylus tip offsets.

Item Tool Description
Stylus Tip Offsets (mm)

tX tY tZ

N1 Nominal machine with tool from machinist for ball dome probing 0 0 −326.717
N2 Nominal machine with estimated tool by using one ball on ball dome −0.105 0.001 −326.725
N3 Nominal machine with estimated tool by using all balls on ball dome −0.046 −0.002 −326.735
S1 Estimated machine by SAMBA, tool from machinist for ball dome probing 0 0 −326.717
S2 Estimated machine by SAMBA, estimated tool from one ball −0.011 0.002 −326.749
S3 Estimated machine by SAMBA, estimated tool from all the artefact balls −0.012 −0.012 −326.746

S4
Estimated machine by SAMBA, tool from full estimation with dome,

−0.003 −0.014 326.754
manually calculated tool

8. Deviation Results

Table 5 shows the maximum and average deviation calculated for different models. The deviation

is between artefact reference probing coordinate from CMM measurements and artefact probing

coordinate from the machine tool as a coordinate measuring system. A least square fitting algorithm is

applied to best match the two sets of coordinates. For every single ball, the coordinate deviations in x,

y and z and the deviation norm, R, are calculated. The maximum and average values of R considering

all ball dome balls are calculated.
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Table 5. Maximum and mean deviation for different models (µm).

Item Tool Maximum Deviation µm Average Deviation µm

N1
Nominal machine with tool from machinist for

ball dome probing
176 70

N2
Nominal machine with estimated tool by using

one ball on ball dome
138 88

N3
Nominal machine with estimated tool by using

all balls on ball dome
140 60

S1
Estimated machine by SAMBA, tool from

machinist for ball dome probing
56 30

S2
Estimated machine by SAMBA, estimated tool

from one ball
34 19

S3
Estimated machine by SAMBA, estimated tool

from all the artefact balls
32 12

S4
Estimated machine by SAMBA, tool from full

estimation with dome, manually calculated tool
31 16

Figure 5 shows the deviation between the calibrated artefact and machine tool measured

coordinates while using SAMBA estimated machine and manually estimated stylus tip offsets (item

S4), which are used for comparison. The vectors (arrows) are the 3D deviation for every single ball

while the reference values are the artefact reference coordinate measured on a CMM and each color

represents a specific machine tool axes indexation out of the 24 indexations. Each vector has three

Cartesian components; the length of each vector is calculated by Equation (8):

dR =

√

(

dx2 + dy2 + dz2
)

(8)

The maximum and average deviations (vector lengths) for the 25 balls at 24 indexations are

presented in Table 4.

 

dR =  (dx + dy + dz ) 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Plotted deviation between compensated artefact by SAMBA and calibrated artefact, manually

estimated tool is applied (item S4); (a) 3D view; the legend of the arrows’ colors is as on figure b.

(b) Deviation for one ball in X-Y view for different machine axes and indexations (units are millimeter).

Figure 6 presents the deviation while using the stylus tip offsets calculated based on just one ball

on the artefact (item S2). In this case, to lighten the plots, the deviation arrows just for seven selected

balls are shown through the artefact.
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 6. Plotted deviation between compensated artefact by SAMBA while considering one ball to

model the tool and calibrated artefact for seven balls, estimated tool by probing one ball (item S2) (units

are millimetre). (a) Deviation arrows, X-Y view, (b) 3-D view, (c) X-Z view, (d) Y-Z view

On the other hand, as it mentioned in Table 5, while the non-calibrated machine and nominal

stylus tip offsets are used, the maximum and average deviations are 176 and 70 µm respectively.

9. Discussion

The SAMBA calibrated machine tool errors parameters are used to compensate the machine

for the purpose of on-machine coordinate metrology. The considered errors are eight axis location

errors, two spindle lateral offsets, three linear axis positioning scale gain errors and the stylus tip

center coordinates (the tool) relative to the spindle frame. The ball dome artefact is used to evaluate

the accuracy of the compensated machine. The ball dome includes 25 balls on a quasi-hemispherical

envelop fabricated of Invar, which is clamped on kinematic supports to reduce clamping distortion.

The machine measuring performance when no calibration is applied neither for the machine

geometry nor for the stylus tip offsets, displays the maximum and average deviations equal to 176

and 70 µm respectively. Calibrating the machine geometry based on the SAMBA estimated error

parameters improves the machine performance and reduces the maximum and average deviation to

56 and 30 µm, respectively, a 60% improvement. Another important error contributor is the stylus tip

offsets. There are two options to estimate the stylus tip offsets; the first one is using just one ball on the

artefact which leads to 34 and 19 µm as the maximum and average deviations. The results achieved

by using the second option, which stands on using all balls, are 32 and 12 µm. The other choice for

the stylus tip offsets is achieved by vector calculation between the estimated tool from ball dome data

only and estimated spindle from the SAMBA process. For this last case the maximum and average

deviation are 31 and 16 µm respectively, the lowest maximum value obtained. The deviation reduction

achieved by using calibrated machine and estimated stylus tip offsets is figured in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Deviation for nominal and estimated machine.

10. Conclusions

In this paper, the SAMBA method is used to calibrate the machine tool and to estimate the stylus

tip offsets and then the efficiency of the calibration process and estimated models are verified by using

the ball dome artefact. Due to the large size of the ball dome, during its measurement by the machine

on various rotary axes indexations, all the linear and rotary axes motions are covered and then all

the measurement results are transferred to the same reference frame. A single ball measurement

would be the preferred option to estimate the stylus tip offsets. This approach provides the lowest

average deviation.

Therefore, using the SAMBA calibration method accompanied with an optimized machine

and stylus tip offsets has reduced the machine tool maximum and average volumetric errors by

82% and 83% respectively, while all the linear and rotary axes are involved in the coordinate

measurement process.
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